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‘QD HandlersGone Wild
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After watching numerous DVDs of
our national specialties, I’m reminded
how an unprepared handler can ruin
the presentation of their dogs and cre—

ate unintended disadvantages.An
untrained owner—handlerwith an
untrained and ill—groomed dog does
our breed no favors. Running at top
speed with open jacket flying and right
arm flapping, without a clue as to what
is going on, presents a poor picture to
the judge.
All owner—handlers should attend a

well—run conformation class
to train themselves and their dogs.Also
helpful is to attend shows or View them
on TV—with an eye not on the dogs,
but on the handling. Knowledge can be
gained by watching any breed and by
comparing the professional handlers to
the amateurs.
Review your dog—showing apparel.

Your clothes should complement your
dog.To ensure a nice photo ofyour
win, think twice about wearing a black
skirt or slacks with your black Curly.
Leave the jangling jewelry at home,
along with the too—full skirt or other
items that might distract your dog or
get caught on your dog or in your lead.
Button your jacket before entering the
ring, and avoid looking like an albatross
about to take flight. Give your armband
a twist forward so the numberwill be
easier for the judge and gallery to read.
Before entering the ring, note the

judge’s procedure. Know ahead where
to stand and the gaiting pattern. Note
that running at top speed is not
required. Showing a Curly in breed
judging is not like being in a horse
race.
Once in the ring, respect the show—

ing space of the other entrants, and
don’t run up on or stack your dog on
top of the dog ahead of you. Ifyour
bitch is in heat, tell the judge before
the individual exam. Before gaiting, line
your dog’s rear up with the judge, not
your own rear.You should have already
trained your dog to be accustomed to
other dogs running behind him or her.
Do not show a spooky dog.
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Leave your “patterned” dogs at home

and alter them. (“Patterning,” or a lack
of correct coat in certain areas such as
the rear thighs or in a “V” shape under
the neck, is a fault in our breed, and it
shows up like neon on videos.) Choose
a lead of suitable length to avoid having
it flop around as you gait. Keep your
right arm still and no higher than 45
degrees up from your side for showing
a Curly. Ifyou’re unable to do this, stick
your hand in your pocket.
My all—time pet peeves include

throwing bait on the ground, whereby
the next dog will make a dive for your
liver. Don’t scratch your dog under his
tail in an effort to get him to raise it;
the overall image is only worsened by
that move. Please don’t move your dog
into position by picking him up under
the stomach—or worse, lifting him
from underneathwith your foot. It
looks terrible.
In the Stud Dog and Brood Bitch

classes, the handlers of the offspring
wear armbands, as do the handlers of
the parents, and all dogs are examined.
However, quality is judged on the off—

spring alone. For the awarding of rib—
bons, only the sires or dams stay in the
ring while the offspring exit.
Don’t put your dog at a disadvantage.

Brush up your handling to achieve a
calm and classy presentation and per—

haps reap some well—deserved wins.—
K.K.
Thanks, Kathi, for your helpful hints

for showing our Curlies.
—Ann Shinkle, anmhinlele@aol.rom
Curly—CoatedRetrieverClub of

America website: arcamg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
Judging the Flat-Coat—Not a
Square Breed

lat—Coated Retriever breedFstandards through the years have
always described the Flat—Coat as
“longer than tall.”

“Square” breeds describe the propor—
tions of the dog as the height of the
dog at the withers being equal to the
body length ofthe dog. So the
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founders of the Flat—Coat as a breed felt
that the Flat—Coat should be longer in
the body than his height at the withers.
They provided very sound argu—

ments for why this was a more practical
shape for the breedzThey wanted the
length of body to be in the rib cage, so
as to provide plenty of space for body
organs.They felt that shortening the
length of body would result in the
shortening of the rib cage, and that
when they tried to get the length of
body back, they couldn’t get back the
original length of rib cage.
Many breeds described as “square”

have a deep chest combined with a
noticeable tuck—up.This body shape has
sometimes been associatedwith a
greater incidence of gastric torsion, or
bloat, especially in the large and giant
breeds.
The prominence of the prow on the

Flat—Coat, called for in the breed stan—

dard, also adds to the appearance of
length of body.The prominentprow
usually indicates a well—laid—back
shoulder and generous length of upper
arm, which contribute to the easy,
reaching gait of the Flat—Coat.
We have found that the breeders

who founded the breed were very
practical in a great many respects. I was
chair of the committee that wrote the
current breed standard.We didn’t want
to change the previous breed standard
in any respect. Our purpose was simply
to describe the dog in greater detail for
people in this countrywho were unfa—

miliar with the breed. As we studied
the history of the breed and other
breed standards, we developed even
more respect for the breeders responsi—
ble for developing the Flat—Coated
Retriever.
The necessity for the long, broad,

and deep muzzle called for in the stan—

dard has been questioned as being a
“fancy point”not really practical for a
retriever. I recall a Best ofWinners dog
at a national specialty held here in
Denver. It was not unusual for him to
retrieve over a hundred ducks and
geese in a day for a party of hunters in
rough terrain in Montana.A lot of dogs


